
Joint Representations for RealWorld Robotic Skill Learning
Description
To solve complex tasks in unstructured real-world settings, robots need to perceivetheir environment and interact with it. Here, a common approach is to first learn aconcise representation of the robot and its environment and use this representationas the basis for acting. To form such representations, the robot usually needs tomerge information from various sensor sources, such as cameras, force sensors,and the sensing in its actuators. In recent work[1], we showed that learning ajoint representation for all sensors is favorable over using individually learnedrepresentations and investigated various ways to do so.
In order to effectively use representations learned from large, uncurated datasets,it is essential to have efficient policies that can successfully tackle long-horizontasks. To this end, we use a novel diffusion-based imitation learning policy forlearning goal-conditioned skills, which has demonstrated its effectiveness in thefield of robot policies. Although diffusion models are commonly used as generativemodels for image generation, we believe that their application in this context canlead to substantial improvements in the quality of learned policies.
In this thesis, we aim at combining these two approaches into an efficient pipeline forimitation-based skill learning from multiple sensors. The main focus will be on thedeployment and evaluation of the resulting method on a real robot in a challengingkitchen environment.

Figure 1: Visual example of the opening cabinet door skill in a real play kitchenenvironment. The agent has access to two visual representations, which we want tocombine to a joint one for effective policy learning.
Tasks

• Getting familiar with the relevant related work, simulation, and the existing realrobot pipeline.• Development of the approach by merging the two existing code bases and pre-liminary evaluation in simulation.• Deployment of the approach on the real robot.• Data collection and large-scale evaluation on the real robot.References
[1] Philipp Becker, Sebastian Markgraf, Fabian Otto, and Gerhard Neumann. Rein-forcement learning from multiple sensors via joint representations, 2023.
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